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The optimal complex of natural
proteins and plant extracts
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WHEAT PROTEIN

Protects and
conditions the hair.

Gives volume and strength.

Leaves hair silky smooth.

CHAMOMILE EXTRACT

Stimulates the absorption of the active substances.

Degreases hair and scalp.

NETTLE EXTRACT

Purifies hair and scalp.

Stimulates blood circulation
of the scalp and
thus strengthens the hair root.

ARNICA MONTANA EXTRACT
Reduces irritation due

to its anti-inflammatory properties.

CHESTNUT EXTRACT
Restores the

natural balance in the hair.

BIRCH EXTRACT

Repairs and regenerates the scalp.

BIO PROTEIN SHAMPOO
A deficiency of proteins is mainly the cause of dry and damaged hair.
Bio Protein Shampoo strengthens the hair from inside by using proteins 
that will nourish the hair shaft.
The shampoo is enriched by a combination of proteins: wheat proteins, 
extracts of chamomile, nettle, birch and arnica.
Daily application will result into strong and vigourous hair.

BIO PROTEIN HAIR CONDITIONER 
Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins that constitute the hair.
These proteins give back strength to hair that has been weakened by 
external conditions (colouring, bleaching, sun, blowdry,..).
Therefore, a weekly application of Bio Protein Hair Conditioner will reboost 
the hair.
Bio Protein Hair Conditioner contains wheat proteins, extracts of horse 
chestnut, biotin, chamomile, arnica, birch and vitamin F, that will strengthen 
and nourish the hair.
Bio Protein Hair Conditioner can be used in combination with Bio Protein 
Shampoo, and doesn’t weigh down your hair.

BIO PROTEIN HAIR MASK
Bio Protein Hair Mask is the perfect solution to sensitized and damaged 
hair.
A combination of treating agents will penetrate the hair and produce 
miracles.
Shea Butter has moisturizing and smoothing properties. Argan oil is a 
powerful shine enhancer and provides intensive care for dry or brittle hair.
Use Bio Protein Hair Mask as required, and get your hair in perfect 
equilibrium.


